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Abstract 
Zhu, Y.-J., F. Tian and X.-T. Deng, More powerful closure operations on graphs, Discrete 
Mathematics 87 (1991) 197-214. 
Bondy and Chvatal have observed the following result: G = (V, E) is a simple graph of order 
n. If uu $ E and d(u) + d(u) 2 n, then G is Hamiltonian iff G + uu is Hamiltonian. Thus, we 
can obtain a graph C,(G), named the n-closure of G, from G by successively joining pairs of 
non-adjacent vertices whose degree sum is at least n. Therefore, G is Hamiltonian if C,(G) is 
Hamiltonian. Moreover, Bondy and Chvatal (21 generalized this idea to several properties on 
G. In the paper, we present some more powerful closure operations that extend the idea of 
Bondy and Chvatal. 
Ore [4], Bondy and Chvatal [2] have observed the following result: G = (V, E) 
is a simple graph of order n. If uu 4 E and d(u) + d(v) an, then G is 
Hamiltonian iff G + uv is Hamiltonian. Thus, we can obtain a graph C,(G) from 
G by successively joining pairs of non-adjacent vertices whose degree sum is at 
least n. We call C,,(G) the n-closure of G. Therefore, G is Hamiltonian if C,,(G) 
is Hamiltonian. Moreover, Bondy and Chvatal [2] generalized this idea to several 
properties on graphs. 
In this paper, we present some more powerful closure operations that extend 
the idea of Bondy and Chvatal. 
The terminology and notation are the same as in [3], except when specially 
mentioned. 
Throughout the paper, G is a simple graph of order n with vertex set V(G) and 
edge set E(G). For subsets S and T of V(G), let e,(S, T) be the number of edges 
of G with one vertex in S and the other in T, G[S] the subgraph of G induced by 
S, and N,(S) the set of vertices of V/S which are adjacent to at least one vertex 
of S. Also, if x E V(G), write N,(x) and e&x, r) instead of N&(x}) and 
e&(x), 0 Th e join of two disjoint graphs Gi = (VI, El) and Gz = (V,, E2) is the 
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graph (VI U V,, El U Ez U &), where E3 = {xy: x E VI, y E V,}. We always sup- 
pose that u and v are two non-adjacent vertices of G, and set RG = V/(N,(u) U 
N&v) U {u, v}). If no confusion results, subscripts G will be usually omitted. 
Theorem 1. Let 
8 = n - d(u) - d(v), R’ = {x:x E R, d(x) 2 IRI + max(2, O)}. 
Zf d(u) + d(v) 2 n - IR’I, then G is Humiltonian if G + uv is Hamiltonian. 
Proof. Because of the result of Bondy and Chvatal [2], we may assume that 
R’ # 0. Suppose G is not Hamiltonian. Since G + uv is Hamiltonian, there exists 
a Hamiltonian path P in G connecting u and v. Let P = v1v2 - - - v, (vl = u, v, = 
v)- 
We first introduce some definitions. Suppose Q = vIvuI+i - - - v, is a subpath of 
P (1~ m). (In case of no ambiguity, we also denote the corresponding vertex sets 
by Pand Q.) 
If Q G R, q-1 E N(v,) and v,+~ E N(q), then Q is called an A-interval of P. If 
Q cR, w1 l N(vdlNv,) and v,+~ ~N(vd, or wl EN(G) and v,+~ E 
N(v,)/N(vl), then we call Q C-interval. When I< m - 1, if Q’ = 
v1+1v1+2 * * - v,_~ E R (note Q’ = 0 in the case of 1= m - l), v1 E N(q)/N(v,), 
v, E N(v,)/N(vl), then we call Q a B2-interval of P. When I = m, v1 E N(v,) II 
N(v,), we call Q a B,-interval of P. We call both B,-intervals and &-intervals 
B-intervals. We denote the collection of all the A-, B1-, B2- and C-intervals of P 
by d, %?i, B2, and V respectively, and let 5% = W1 U ‘i!&. It is easy to see that any 
two elements of d U 3 U % have no vertex in common. 
(a) Evidently, there is exactly one A-interval between two successive B- 
intervals along P and every A-interval is between two B-intervals. Thus we have 
Proposition 1. lB?l= IdI + 1. 
Proposition 2. IRI = IN(v,) fl N(v,)l + 0 - 2. 
Proof. 
IRI = n - IN(q) U N(vn)l - 2 = n - 2 - d(v,) - d(v,) + IN(q) n N(v,,)l 
= 8 - 2 + IN(q) n N(v,)l. 0 
Proposition 3. There is at least one element A of d such that A E R’. 
Proof. Since JN(v,) rl N(v,)( = ]9&] < 1.31, by Proposition 2, we have 
IRI+~= e+pqv,) n N(v~)~s e+ pq, 
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If A/R’ # 0 for every A E d, then (R( 2 IR’I + 1.~41. Thus 
d(v,)+d(v,)=n-8~n-IRI-2+I~l 
~n-IR’I-loel-2+l~l=n-IR’I-l, 
which contradicts that d(u) + d(u) 5 n - IR’J. q 
Proposition 4. CAEd (I-41 - 1) + CB~B (PI - 1) + CcEw ICI = 0 - 1. 
Proof. Since IR( = CBE% (IBI - 2) + CAEsP IAl + CCEv ICI, we have 
13 - 2 = IRI - IN(v,) II N(v,)l (by Proposition 2) 
=~~~~l~I-~~+~~~I~I+~~l~l+~~~ W-2) 
1 
= BIxB WI - 2) + AId I4 + CT% ICI- 
Now, it is easy to deduce Proposition 4 from Proposition 1. •i 
(b) For the sake of convenience, we denote 
X+ = {v~+~: vk E X/{v,}}, X- = {vk_r: vk l X/{vr}} for each X E V. 
Take an A-interval Q with Q E R’ assured by Proposition 3, Q = v~v[+~ . - - v,. 
Because v, E N+(v,) II (vl_J. We see that 
N(Vl-1) r-l N+(v,) II {t&+1, u,+z, . . . , v,) + 0. 
Let 
p = max{k: I - 1 s k s m, N(Q) II N+(G) n {u,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,} #0}. 
Thus, there exists an index s such that v,+~v~, v,v, E E and m ss =~lt - 1. Since 
v,#N(v,), sfm. Hencem+lsssn-1. Ifp=m, then 
VlV2 * * * VmV,+lV,+2 * * * vnvsvs-1 * . * Vm+lVl 
is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Therefore, 1 - 1 sp s m - 1. Analogously, we define 
q=min{k:p+lck s m + 1, N(Q) n N-(v,) n {v,, u2, . . . , v,_~} f 0}. 
And there is an index h such that uluh, uQvh-_1 E E and 2 s h S I- 1. If q =p + 1, 
then 
vlvhvh+l * . * 2rp2r,+,z1,+2 ’ . * ?,,v,v,_l ’ * * vp+lvh__1vh_2. . . vl 
is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Therefore p + 2 < q s m + 1. 
So we have that for each t E {p + 1, p + 2, . . . , q - l} 
w4 n N-h) n h, v2, . . . , v,-~) = 0, 
WJ,) n N+@J,) n h+17 v,+~, . . . , vd = 0. (1) 
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(c) We now prove that 1 f m. 
Ifl=m, thenp=l-1, q=m+l. If there is an index w with l~wsl-1, 
v,v, E E and v,+iv, E E, then 
is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Thus 
N(v,) f-l N-(v,) r-l {Vi, V2, . . . , VI--l} = 0. 
Together with (l), we have 
N(V) n (N(v,) u N(G))- l-l (211, v2, f . . > Vl-1) = 0. 
Analogously, we have 
N(v,) n (N(v,) u N(Q))+ n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,> = 0. 
Therefore, 
N(n,) c (R- n {ul, u2, . . . , h)) u @+ n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,>) 
u {VI-l, Vl,d. 
Hence d(v,) s IR( + 1, which contradicts that vl E R’. 
(d) Let &=ZV+(v,) r-l {v,, v2,. . . , q-l) and F,=N-(v,) fl {vh, v~+~, . . . , wl}. 
We will show that 
N(v,_J n (4 u 6) = 0 (2) 
If N(v,_~) tl Fl # 0, then there is an index sl (2 s sl c h - 1) such that v,,v~_~, 
v,,_~v, E E. Hence, 
ViV2’ * . v,,_~v,v,_~ . * . vqv/p_1v~-_2~ * *Vs,Vq-1Vq_2~ * * VhV] 
is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. 
If N(v,_~) n F2 # 0, then there is an index s2 (h s s2 s 1 - 2) such that v~~v~_~, 
V s2+1vn E E. (Note that s2# 1 - 1, otherwise vlv, E E, which is impossible). 
Hence vlv2. - - v~__~v~v~+~ . . . v,v,~+~v,~+~ * - - v~_~v~~v,~_~ . . . vhvl is a Hamil- 
tonian cycle in G. 
(e) From (1) and (2), we have 
N(v,_~) n N-(v,) n {v,, v2, . . . , v,-d = 0, 
iv(~,-~) n N+(v,) n {vl, v2, . . . , vd = 0, 
N(v,-J n N-(v,) n {vh, vh+l, . . . , VA = 0. 
Therefore, 
N(v+) n {vl, v2, . . . , vlpl> E ({v,, v2, . . . , v,-d/W04 u N+WN 
U ({v/l, v/l+1, . . . 9 v,-,)lW(vd u w%Jn. 
If.Jfs22SandXcS, thendefineZ[X]={YflX:YEZ}. Denote 
d’ = d[{Vl, 212, . . . , %-l)], 93’ = cB[{v,, v2, . . . , v~_~}], and 
%‘= %[{v,, v.2,. . . ) V&l}]. 
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Since vlvh E E, we have I&‘1 = I!%(. Therefore, 
I{v,, 212, . . . 3 v,-,)l(~-(vl) u N+(%))l 
~~2, WI - 1) + ,& PI + c ICI 
CE%’ 
= AZ, JAI + ,., ICI + B& WI - 1) 
c lR r-l {v,, v2, . . . ) v/z-111 + c WI - 1). 
BE%’ 
I{%, v/I+17 * * . ) v,-,}l(N(v,) u WVn))-I =z IR f-l {v/I, v/l+19 . . . > V&III + 1. 
And hence, 
IN(?J,_l) l-l {VI, u2, . . . , Vl-,)I 6 IR r-l {VI, vz, . . . 9 vl-I)l+ c (PI - 1) + 1. (3) 
BEW 
Similarly, 
i~(u,+,) n (urn+19 v,+~, . . . , v,>i s IR n {v,+~~ urn+29 . . . 9 VA 
+B~wwl)+l, (4) 
where 
9Y = 9[{u,+,, us+23 . . . 9 %>I. 
(f) Weshowp+lfq-1. 
Suppose p + 1 = q - 1. Then from (3) and (4), we have 
d(v,+,) 6 I{v~, v!+~, . . . , upup, vp+2p . . . , v,)i + w(v,+,) n h7 v2, . . . , vl-,)i 
+ iw,+,) n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,}lGIRI-1+2+ c (IBI-1). 
BE98 
Since 1 # m by (c), there is an A E .d with IAl > 2, then 
8-l= c (IAl-l)+ 2 (IBI-l)+ c ICI21 
AES4 BE% CEV 
+ 2 (IBI - 1) (by Proposition 4). 
IRI - 1, which contradicts that vp+r E 
BE98 
Therefore, d(v,+, )<lRl+1+8-2=8+ 
R’. 
(g) We show that 
NV,-r) n N+(ur) n {v,+~, v,+~, 
Otherwise, 
. . . ) v,} f 0. (5) 
A+,_~) n N+(v,) n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . ) v,) = 0. 
and by (1) we also have 
N(v,_~) n N+(v,) n {G+~, v,+~, . . . , v,) = 0. 
Thus 
A+,_~) n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,) E R+ n (urn+29 v,+~, . . . , vd. 
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which contradicts that vq_i E R’. 
Similarly, 
w,,,) n N-(h) n ht v2, . . . , 7b2) f 0. 
(h) Using (0, (5) and (6), we can take such pi and q1 that 
(i) p+l<pl<qlsq-l; 
(ii) 4 = N(v,,) fl N-(v,) fl {VI, v2, . . . , VI-~} f 0, 
F4 = N(v,,) n N+(v,) n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,> + 0; 
(iii) q1 -pl is as small as possible. 
Now we consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: ql=pl + 1. 
Take vPz E F3 and v9* E F4, thus 
VIV.2 * * ‘vp*vp~vp,-l'~ '~pz+l%%-l'~ ‘Vq*?Jq,Vg,+l’ . * vq*--1211 
is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. 
Case 2: q1 >pl + 1. 
N(u,,+,) n {((WJ,) u WV,))- n {vi7 u2, . . . , w~H 
u ((WJ,) u N(G))+ n {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , v,>)> = 0. 
So that 
N(v,,+,)c(R-W,, 212, * * * ,VI--2I)U(R+n {%l+2, vm+3,. . . ? %I) 
u {V!-1, VI,. . . 9 up,, vp,+2, * * * 7 vn+J. 
Therefore, d(v,,+, ) < IRI + 1, which contradicts that v,,,+~ E R’. 
Theorem 1 is proved. q 
(6) 
Example 1. In the graph of order 9 illustrated in Fig. 1, d(u) + d(v) = 8, 8 = 1, 
and R = {w }. So R ’ = {w }, and by Theorem 1 G is Hamiltonian iff G + uv is 
Hamiltonian. It is easy to see that we will obtain the complete graph & by 
w 
Fig. 1. 
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iteratively applying the operation allowed by Theorem 1. Therefore, G is 
Hamiltonian. It is evident, however, that we can not deduce that from 
Bondy-Chvatal’s condition. And it is routine checking that we can not deduce 
that from the result of [l]. 
Example 2. Let n = 20t, t > 1, and X, Y, Z be a partition of the vertex set V with 
IVI=n, ]X]=6t, (Yl=4t, IZl=lOt. LetX=X,UX,, Y=Y,UY,, Z=Z,UZ, 
such that 1X,1 = 3t, 1x1 = 2t, lZ,( = 3, i = 1, 2. Let 
Ei={xy:XEXi,yEXi}, Ez+i= {my: x E Xi, y E Zi} and 
E4+i = {xy: x E x, y E Zi} 
for i = 1,2. Beside these edges in lJ$‘=i Ei, we add other edges to E in the 
following way. For every vertex x E Xi, add an edge connecting x with some 
vertex y in Zj, j f i, and for every vertex x E Y, add 3t edges connecting x to Zj, 
j # i, such that in the resulting graph G = (V, E), Id(x) - d(y)1 s 1 for any x, 
y E z. 
Clearly, for any vertex x in G, d(x) s 8t = 2n/5, and for any two vertices x and 
y of G, n - d(x) - d(y) 3 n/5. Let u E X1, TV E X2, we see d(u) = d(v) = 8t, then 
0 = n/5, R = Y. Thus, 
(RI + 8 = 2n/5, R’=R, IR’I = n/5, and 
d(u) + d(v) = n - IR’I. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1, G = (V, E) is Hamiltonian iff G’ = (V, E U E’) is 
Hamiltonian, where E’ consists of all the edges connecting one vertex of X, to 
one vertex of Xz. In the graph G’, take u E Xi, v E q, i fj, then 
d,.(u) = 1lt, d,.(v) = 8t, e = t, R = Y/(v), R’ = R, IR’I =4t- 1, 
thus d,(u) + d,.(v) 2 n - (R’I. Let G” = (V, E U E’ U E”), where E” consists of 
all the edges connecting one vertex of X1 to one vertex of Y, and the edges 
connecting one vertex of X2 to one vertex of Y,. In the graph G”, for every vertex 
x E X, d,.(x) = 13t, and for every vertex y E Y, d,(y) = llt. Now it is easy to see 
that the n-closure of G” is K,,. Therefore G is Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 2. Let s, n be positive integers with 4 s s 6 n. Let 
0=2n-s-d(u)--d(v), 
If 
R’ = {x: x E R, d(x) z- (RI + n -s + max(2, f3)}. 
d(u) + d(v) 3 2n -s - IR’I, 
then G contains a cycle of length s if G + uv contains a cycle of length s. 
Proof. If G + uv contains a cycle of length s but G does not, then G contains a 
path P of length s - 1 connecting u and v. Denote P = vlvz. . - us, (vl = u, v, = 
v)* 
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Let H = G[{v,, u2, . . . , v,}]. Then H + uv is Hamiltonian but H is not. Let 
RH = V(H)/@‘,(u) UN,(v) U {u, v>), l3H = s - &(U) - dH(?J), 
and 
R; = {x: x E RH, d&) 3 lRHl + max(2, O,)}. 
If z E V(H) n R’, then d(z) 3 n - s + JR1 + max(2, 0). Since d(x) 6 d&) + 
n - s for each x E V, we have 
C&(Z) 2 d(z) - (n -s) 3 IRI + max(2,2n - s - d(u) - d(u)) 
3 lRnl + max(2, 0,). 
So z E Rk and V(H) fl R’ c Rk. Let RI = R’/V(H), then 
IR’I = (R’ I-I V(H)1 + IR’/V(H)I S lRll + IR;II. 
By Theorem 1, 
C.&,(U) + &(v) <s - IRLI. 
Thus 
d(u) + d(v) s C&(U) + C.&,(V) + 2(n -s - lR1l) 
< 2(n -s) + (s - lR;1l) - 2 lRll 
S2n-s-IR’I-lRllS2n-s-IR’I, 
which contradicts that d(u) + d(v) 3 2n -s - IR’I. q 
Theorem 3. Let s, n be positive integers with s s n - 2. Let R’ = R. Zf d(u) + 
d(v) 3 n + s - 2 - IR’I, then G contains K2,* if G + uv contains K2,S. 
Proof. If G + uv contains K2,S but G does not, then IN(u) rl N(v)1 <s. Thus 
d(u) + d(v) = IN(u) U N(v)1 + (N(U) fl N(v)1 < n - 2 - IR’I + s, 
which is a contradiction. Cl 
Theorem 4. Let s be a positive integer. Let R’ = {x: x E R, d(x) 2 2s - l}. Zf 
d(u) + d(v) z- 2s - 1 - IR’I, then /3,(G) > s if P,(G + uv) > s, where P,(G) is the 
edge independence number of G. 
Proof. If &(G + uv) 3s but /3,(G) <s, then G includes a matching M such that 
(MI=s-1. Let 
M = {uivi: i = 1, 2, . . . , s - l}, 
I-= (~1, ~2, . . . , K-I, ~1, ~2,. . . , %I), 
then T rl {u, v} = 0. Since /3,(G) <s, N(z) c T for each z E V/T. Therefore, it is 
easy to get N(u) UN(v) U R’ E T. For the same reason, e({u, v}, {Ui, Vi) 2 2 for 
each i. Let T,={i:e({u,v}, {ui,Vi})=O, l~i<s-1}, then d(u)+d(v)= 
ITI - 2 IGl. And hence, 2s - 1 - IR’I s (TJ - 2 ITol, IR’I 2 1+2 IZ& Therefore, 
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there must exist an index i0 (1 s i0 =Z s - 1) such that one of { uiO, Vi,} belongs to 
R’, and another belongs to N(u) U N(v). Say, u~,,E N(U), QE R’. Since 
d(q,) 3 2s - 1, there exists a vertex z E V/(T U {u, v}) with wioz E E. Therefore, 
M’ = (M U {uuiOj u$})/{4,ui,} is a matching of G. This is a contradiction. Cl 
A k-factor of G is a k-regular spanning subgraph of G. 
Theorem 5. Let n, s be positive integers with 2 s s <n. Let R’ = {x: x E R, 
d(x) 2 IRI + 3s - 4). Zf d(u) + d(v) 2 n + 2s - 4 - 1 R ‘1, then G has an s-factor if 
G + uv has an s-factor. 
Proof. If G + uv has an s-factor but G has not, then G has a subgraph F such 
that 
Let 
8 = n + 2s - 4 - d(u) - d(v), AF = {z: uz E E/E(F)} and 
BF = {z: vz E E/E(F)}. 
Thus 
JAFI + lBFl = d(u) + d(v) - 2(s - 1) = n - 2 - 0. 
We take such a subgraph F satisfying (7) such that IAF f~ B,I is maximal. For 
this F, let A = AF and B = BP Then no edge of F has one vertex in A and the 
other in B. (Otherwise, it is easy to see that G has an s-factor). 0 
Let T = N,({u, v}), Tl = TI(A U B) and T2 = T/T,. 
Proposition 1. JA f~ BI 3 I&I + IRIR’I. 
Proof. 
IR’I 2 8 = n - 2 - (IAl + IBl) 
=n-2- IAUBI-IAnBI=IRI+IT,J-IAnBl. Cl 
Proposition 2. e,(A fl B, R’) 2 IT& 
Proof. Note that N,(A n B) c R U Tl. We have 
e,(A n B, R’) = s IA n Bj - e,(A rl B, T,) - e,(A fl B, R/R’) 
“s(lTlI + JRIR’I) - ITJ (s - 1) -s IRIR’I = ITII 
by Proposition 1. Cl 
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Proposition 3. N,(A fl B) fl R’ Z 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 2, we may assume that T1 = 0 and IA rl BI = IRIR’(. We 
suppose that N,(A fl B) fl R’ = 0. 
(a) We show that A U B is independent in F. 
Since +(A, B) = 0, without loss of generality, we may assume that there exist 
ul, U*EA such that uluz~E(F). So uul, uu2~E/E(F). Take UPEND G B. 
Thus F + uul - ulu2 - uu3 + 21~43 is an s-factor in G. Therefore, A U B is 
independent in F. 
By (a) we now have N,(A fl B) E R/R’. It is easy to see that F[(A rl B) U 
(R/R’)] is an s-regular bipartite graph with bipartitation A n B and R/R’. Hence 
N,(A@B)sR’U{u,v}, 
where A @ B denotes the symmetric difference of A and B. 
Take w E N,(A CD B) fl R’, say w E N,(A/B) rl R’. So there is a vertex u1 E 
A/B with ulw E E(F). For any x E R’, let 
Q(X) = {z: z $ R, xz E E(F)}, Pl(X)l = S’(X)J 
4(x) = {z: z $ R, xz E E/E(F)}, 14(x)1 = t’(x)- 
(b) We now show that 4(w) rl N,({u, v}) = 0. 
If 4(w) rl N,(U) 20, take n2 E D2(w) tl NF(u). Since N,(u) G B, we have 
21~~ E E/E(F). Denote F + ml - qw + wv2 - 241~~ by F’, then F’ satisfies (7), but 
& n BFv = (A n B) U {v2}, which contradicts that JA fl BI is maximal among the 
subgraphs satisfying (7). If 4(w) n NF(v) f 0, take u2 E 4(w) tl NF(u) and 
v3 E N,(U) E B. So vu3 E E/E(F). Therefore, F’ = F + uvl - wq + wzt2 - 2~21~ + 
vu3 - uv3 satisfies (7) but AFs rl BFs = (A fl B) U {v,}, which contradicts the 
choice of F. 
Thus we have N,(D,(w)) E R/(w), and hence 
e,(4(w), R/(w)) = t’(w)s 3 (t’(w) - 2s + 3)s + (s - 1). 
Let H = N,(D,(w)) rl (R/{w}), then lHI 3 t’(w) - 2r + 4. 
(c) We shall prove that 
N,,,(W) n H = 0, 
where G/F = (V, E/E(F)). 
(8) 
If x E NGIF(w) tl H, then there exists a vertex u2 E D,(w) such that xv2 E E(F). 
If u2 EA, we take u3 E B with uu3 E E(F). Then F + vu3 - ~421~ + uvl + w2 - 
wvl + wx - xv2 is an s-factor in G. If u2 E B, then F + uvl - wvl + xw -xv2 + 
vv2 is an s-factor in G. 
Therefore, H has the following property: 
For each vertex x E H, either xw E E(F) or xw 4 E. 
Let 
(9) 
Hl = {x E H: xw E E(F)}, h = Im 
H,={xEH:xw4E}, h2 = Wzl- 
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so 
~H~=h~+h*~t’(w)-2.v++ (10) 
It is easy to see that IN(w) n RI 6 IZ?I - 1 - h2 and hl ss -s’(w). We have 
h2 a t’(w) - 3s + 4 + s’(w) by (10). Since w E R’, 
s’(w) + t’(w) = IN(w)/RI = d(w) - IN(w) n RI 
>(3s+(RI-4)-(IZ?I-l-h*) 
> (3s + IRI - 4) - IRJ + 1+ (t’(w) - 3s + 4 + s’(w)) 
‘S’(W) + f’(W) + 1, 
a contradiction. The proof of Proposition 3 is complete. 0 
Let 
W = {w: w E R’, N,(w) n (A n B) #8}, 
M={w:wEAnB,N,(w)nR’#0}. 
By Proposition 3, we have that W f 0, M f 0. 
Proposition 4. For any w E W and any x E N,(w) rl (A rl B), 
NF(&(W) u {x}) n (A u B) = 0. 
Proof. If y E N,(&(w) U {x}) fl (A U B), say y E N,(D,(w) U {x}) n A, then y $ 
N,(x). (Otherwise, F + uy - xy + 2rx is an s-factor in G). So y E N,(&(w)), and 
there exists a vertex z E &(w) such that yz E E(F). Thus F + xv - xw + wz - 
yz + uy is an s-factor in G. The proof of Proposition 4 is complete. 0 
We now consider two cases. 
Casel: T,=T. 
Inthiscase,s-l<ITiI<a-2. 
Proposition 5. For any w E W, I&(W) n (A n B)I = 1. 
Proof. By the definition of W, there exists a vertex n1 E M such that wul E E(F). 
Hence, INF(w) rl (A fl B)I 2 1. If there is a vertex v2 E A n B, (v, # 21,) such that 
u2w E E(F), then N,(D2(w) U { vi, v2}) n (A U B) = 0 by Proposition 4. Furthe- 
rmore, it is easy to see that 4(w) U {vi, v2} is independent in F. Hence, 
N,(D,(w) U {vi, v2}) E {u, v} U R U (T,lD,(w)). Thus we have 
+(4(w) U (~1, ~21, R/(w)) 
= t’(w)s + 2(.~ - 1) - eF({q v}, D,(w) n T,) 
- (IT,lD2(w)l s - eF({b v>, T/D,(w))) 
= t’(w)3 - lG/4(w)l s + %({u, v>, T/4(w)) 
3 t’(w)s - ITl/4(w)l (s - 2) a t’(w)s - 2s2 + 6s - 4. 
Let H=N,(D,(w) U {vi, b2}) rl (R/(w)), then it is easy to check that H 
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satisfies (9) and (10). Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3, we can obtain a 
contradiction. Cl 
Remark 1. By Proposition 2 and 5, we have 
IWI 2 e&V, A rl B) = e,(R’, A f~ B) 2 ITJ. 
Proposition 6. For any z E T,, INGIF(z) fl WI 6 1. 
Proof. If not, then there exist wi, w, E W and z E T1 such that z E D2(w1) n 
&(w2). Let u1 and u2 be the vertices of An B with ulwl, v,w,EE(F). 
(Possibly, v1 = Q.) 
Note that N,(Z) fl (A U B) = 0 by Proposition 4. Also, we have N,(z) fl (G fl 
&(w~)). [Otherwise, if y E N,(z) n (T, tl &(w,)), then F + uvl - vlwl + wly - 
yz + zw, - w,v, + v2v is an s-factor in G.] Thus 
W(&(Wl)Pl) u { ~1, z}) E {u, v> u R u (GINwl)). 
Denote 
e = 4(&(WT,) U {VI, z>, Rl{wll), 
H = &((&(wY~) u {% z>) n (Rl{w)). 
It is easy to see that H satisfies (9). We now prove that H satisfies (10). 
Note that 
e = t’(w,)s - Ic n D,(w,)l s + (s - 1) + (s - eF(z, {u, v})) 
- (I~IWWl)I s - eFml&(wl)> {UP v)))* 
Case (i): ]qI =2s-2. 
In this case, e,(x, {u, v}) = 1 for any x E Tl. Thus 
e = t’(w,)s - (2s - 3)s + (s - 2) + In/&]. 
If H does not satisfy (lo), then we may assume that 
s = 2, I W4(wdl = 07 
IHI = t’(wl) - (2s - 3) = t’(wl) - 1 and eG(wl, H) = 0. 
Since IN(w,) n RI s IR( - t’(w& we have 
t’(wl) + 2~s’(w,) + t’(wJ 3 lN(w,)IRI = d(w,) - IN(w,) n RI 
2 ([RI + 2) - (IRI - t’(wl)) = t’(wl) + 2. 
Therefore, s’(wJ = 2, i.e., eF(wl, A U B) = 2, and IN(w,) n RI = IRI - t’(wl). Let 
u’ EA u B, say V’ EA, (v’ # vl) such that ~‘wi E E(F). Since ITlID2(w1)( = 0, if 
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we denote T1 = {z, z’}, then wiz’ E E/E(F). Hence N,(z’) II (A U B U {z}) = 0. 
Thus there exists a vertex w’ E R/{w,} such that w’z’ E E(F). Also we have 
wiw’ E E/E(F) because IN(w,) n RI = IRJ - t’(w,). Therefore, F + w - u’wi + 
wiw’ - w’z’ + z’wi - wrt~i + viv is an 2-factor in G. 
Case (ii): IT11 s 2s - 3. 
In this case, e 3 (t’(w,) - 2s + 3)s + (2s - 3). Thus, H satisfies (10). 
Now, similarly to the proof of Proposition 3, we can obtain a contradiction. 
The proof of Proposition 6 is complete. Cl 
Proposition 7. For any w e W, I&( WI) fl TII 2 1. 
Proof. Assume that w1 E W such that I&(wJ n Til= 0. Let v1 be a vertex of 
A n B such that vlwl E E(F). Obviously, 
eF(&(wl) u {vJ, R/(Y)) 3 (~‘(wI)s + s - 1) - 6 ITI - 26 - 1)) 
~(t(W~)S+S-l)-s(2%s-2)+2(.s-l) 
= @‘(WI) - 2s + 3)s + (2 - 3). 
Let H = N,(L&(w,) U {IJ~}) fl (R/{w,}), then H satisfies (9) and (10). Similarly 
to the proof of Proposition 3, we can obtain a contradiction. The proof of 
Proposition 7 is complete. 0 
Remark 2. By Proposition 6 and 7, we have ( WI c I7”I. Now, by Remark 1 and 2, 
we get JWJ= IT& Denote W = {wl, w,,. . . , w,}, T,= {zl, z2,. . . , z,}. By 
Proposition 6 and 7, we may assume that zt E &(Wt)/D2(Wj) for i, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, 
i#j. 
It is easy to see that eF((D2(w1)/{z1}) U {v,}, Tl) = 0. Moreover, 
W(WW{zi)) u {JJ,>) n (A U B) = 0 
by Proposition 4. Thus 
&((WW{zi)) u {vi)) E (~3 v> u R. 
Hence, 
eF((D2(w)l{zJ) u (~1, Rl{wd) 2 (~‘(wI)s +s - 1) -S 
> @‘(WI) - 2s + 3)s + (s - 1). 
Let H = NF((D2(w1)I{z1}) U {q}) n (R/(y)), then IHI “t’(y) - 2~ + 4, i.e., 
H satisfies (10). It is easy to see that H has the property (9). Similarly to the proof 
of Proposition 3, we get a contradiction. Therefore, Theorem 5 holds for Case 1. 
Case 2: Tl f T. 
In this case, ITI d 2 - 3, IT21 2 1. 
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Take w, E W and vi E M such that wlvl E E(F). Obviously, 
eF((4(w1) U {ui))lT,, Rl{wi)) 2 (r’(w& + s - 1) - ITZI - ICI 8 
z= (t’(y)s + s - 1) - (2s - 2)s + (s - 1) IT21 
= @‘(WI) - 2s + 3)s + (s - 1) IT*1 - 1. 
Let H = N,((&(w,) U {v,})/Tl) fl (Rl{w,}). We prove that H satisfies (10). If 
not, then we may assume that s = 2, ITi1 = IT21 = 1, T’/&(w,) = 0, IHI = t’(wl) - 1 
and eF(wl, H) = 0. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 6 for the case s = 2, we 
can get an 2-factor in G. 
The proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 0 
Theorem 6. Let s, n be positive integers with 4 6 s < n. Let 
8 = n - 1 -d(u) -d(v), 
R’ = {x: x E R, d(x) a JR1 + (n -s - 1) + max(2,O)). 
ff d(u) + d(v) L n - 1 - IR’I, then G contains a path of length s - 1 if G + uv so 
does. 
Proof. Assume G + uv contains a path v1v2 - - - v,, but G itself contains no path 
of length of s - 1. Let H = G[{v,, v2, . . . , us}] and H + Ki be the join of disjoint 
H and Ki. Thus (H + K,) + uv is Hamiltonian but H + K1 is not. 
Let 
R ;I+K, = ix: x E RH+K,, dH+KJx) a IRH+KJ 
+ md2, s + 1 - &+K,(u) - d,+,,(v))), 
then 
d H+&) + dH+K,(v) <s + 1 - IR;I+d 
by Theorem 1. Let 
Rk = {x: x E RH, 1 + dH(x) 3 lRnl + max(2, s - 1 - dH(u) - d,(v))}, 
then RH+K, = RH, R;I+K1 = Rh. So 
d,Ju) + d&v) es - 1 - IR;II. 
If x E R’ fl V(H), then 
d(x)sIRI+n-s-l+max(2,n-l-d(u)-d(v)). 
Since N(u) nN(v) fl (V(G)/V(H)) =0 (Otherwise, G will contain a path of 
length s), then 
d(u) + d(v) s dH(u) + dH(v) + n -S - IR n (V(G)/V(H))I. 
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Therefore, 
1 + d&) 3 1 + d(x) - (n -s) 3 IRI + max(2, n - 1 - d(u) - d(v)) 
2 l&l + max(2, s - 1 - C&(U) - &(v)). 
Thus, x E RL and R’ fl V(H) s Rk. We have 
IR’I s IRkI + JR’ n (V(G)IV(H))I. 
Therefore, 
d(u) + d(v) + IR’I s d,(u) + d”(v) + n -s - IR n (V(G)IV(H))I + IfGI 
+IR’n(V(G)IV(H))l<s-l+n-s=n-1, 
a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 7. Let s, n be positive integers with s s n - 2, and R = R’. If 
d(u) + d(v) 3 n + s - 2 - IR’I, then G is s-connected if G + uv is s-connected. 
Proof. Suppose G + uv is s-connected but G is not. Then there is a set T of s - 1 
vertices of G such that u and v belong to distinct components of G - T, say X 
and Y. Let X1 = X n R, YI = Y rl R, TI = T fl R. So the common neighbours of u 
and v can be only in T/T, and we have 
d(u) + d(v) 6 n - 2 - [XII - IY,l- ITI1 + IT/T,1 - IV/(X U Y U T U {u, v}l 
Cn-2-IRI+(T/T,I<n-2-IR’I+s, 
which contradicts that d(u) + d(v) 2 n + s - 2 - IR’I. 0 
Theorem 8. Let s, n be positive integers with s c n - 2, and R ’ = R. Zf 
d(u) + d(v) 3 n +s - 2 - IR’I, then G is s-edge-connected if G + uv is s-edge- 
connected. 
Proof. Suppose G + uv is s-edge-connected but G is not. Then there is a set El 
of s - 1 edges of G such that u and v belong to distinct components of G - El. 
Therefore, IN(u) n N(v)1 ss - 1. It is easy to see that there are exactly two 
components in G - El, say X and Y. Let X1 =X rl R, YI = Y n R. Therefore, 
d(u)+d(v)sn-2-IXJ-IYII+s-l=n+s-3-IR’I, 
which contradicts that d(u) + d(v) 2 n + s - 2 - IR’I. 0 
Theorem 9. Let s, n be positive integers with s c n. Let R’ = {n: x E R, d(x) 2 
n-s}. Zf d(u)+d(v)a2n-2.s-1-2(R’), then cues if a(G+uv)~s, 
where a(G) denotes the independence number of G. 
Proof. If cu(G + uv) 2 s but (Y(G) > s, then there is a set W of s - 1 vertices of G 
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such that U, v $ W and W U {u, v} is independent in G. If z E W n R’, then, since 
d(z) 3 n -s, W U {u, v} cannot be independent in G. Thus, W rl R’ = 0 and so 
d(u) <n - 2 - [WI - IR’), d(v) S n - 2 - I WI - IR’I, 
d(u)+d(v)~2n-2+~-2-2IR’(, 
which contradicts that d(u) + d(v) 3 2n - 2s - 1 - 2 IR’I. q 
Graph G is said to be s-Hamiltonian if for each VI c V, (0 c IV,1 s s), G - VI is 
Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 10. Let s, n be positive integers with s s n - 3. Let 
e=n+s-d(u)-d(v), R’ = {x: x E R, d(x) 2 IRJ + s + max(2, 8)}. 
Zfd(u) + d(v) 2 n + s - IR’I, then G is s-Humiltonian if G + uv is s-Hamiltonian. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, hence is omitted. 0 
Graph G is said to be s-edge-Hamiltonian, if for each set E, of s edges of G 
that form pairwise disjoint paths in G, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in G 
containing El. 
Theorem 11. Let s, n be positive integers with s s n - 3. Let 
O=n+s-d(u)-d(V), R’ = {x: x E R, d(x) 2 JRJ + s + max(2,8)}. 
Zf d(u) + d(v) 5 n + s - IR’(, then G is s-edge-Hamiltonian if G + uv is s-edge- 
Hamiltonian. 
Proof. Suppose that G + uv is s-edge-Hamiltonian but G is not. Then there is a 
set F of s edges that form pair-wise disjoint paths in G such that G + uv has a 
Hamiltonian cycle containing all of F but G does not. Consider the graph H 
obtained from G by subdividing each edge in F into two. Thus H + uv is 
Hamiltonian but H is not. Let 
R; = {x: x E R,,, d(x) 2 lRHl + max(2, n + s - dH(u) - dH(v))}. 
Therefore, d(u) + d(v) <n + s - IRXI by Theorem 1. 
Since 
lRHl + max(2, n + s - dn(u) - d,(v)) = IRI + s + max(2, 0) 
and R s Rn, R’c Rh. Therefore, d(u) + d(v) + IR’I =z d&u) + dn(v) + IR;II < 
n +s, which contradicts that d(u) + d(v) 2 n + s - IR’I. 0 
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Let F be a set of s edges that form disjoint paths. Let x, y be a pair of distinct 
vertices which are the end-vertices of distinct paths of (V, I;). Graph G is defined 
to be s-Hamilton-connected if for each such F and each such pair x, y, there is a 
Hamiltonian path with end-vertices x and y that contains F. 
Theorem 12. Let s, n be positive integers with s s n - 4, and R’ = {x: x E R, 
d(x) * n - 3). Zf d(u) + d(v) 2 n + s + 1 - (R’J, then G is s-Hamilton-connected if 
G + uv is s-Hamilton-connected. 
Proof. Suppose G + uv is s-Hamilton-connected but G is not. Then there exist a 
Hamiltonian path v1v2 - * - v, in G + uv and a set of s subscripts, J, such that: 
(i) u = v,, v = v,+i for some m $.I, 
(ii) G has no Hamiltonian path with end-vertices v1 and v, which contains all 




We claim that A n B GJ, because if there is an i with i E (A rl B)/J, then 
v*v2 * * ’ ViV,V,_1’ . * vi+lvm+1vm+2~ . - Vn 
contradicts (ii). Similarly we have C fl D G J. Now 
d(u) + d(v) + IR’I s IAl + ICI + IBI + )DI + IR’( 
=IAUBI+ICUDI+IAnBl+ICnDl+(R'fIV(J)I 
+ IR’IVV)I, 
where V(Z) = {vi: i E Z} for every Z s.Z. 
Case 1: (R’/V(J)) rl B #O. 
Take Vi E (R’/V(J)) n B, let .Z1 =.Z U {m - 1, m + 1). Let 
s, =w) n {v,, v2, . . . , vj-d, s2 = w) f-3 +A+~, V~+~, . . . , v,-,I 
and s3 = N(u) r-3 {v,+~, v,+~, . . . , ~1. 
Let X+ = {vi+i: vi E X} and X- = {Vi-i: Vi E X} for each X c V. Since d(x) 3 
n - 3 for each x E R’, we have Sr E V(J,), S2 c V(J,) and S; z V(J,). In fact, if 
uj E KIV(J,), then viv2. * ’ VjViVi_, ’ ’ * vj+lvmvm-l * . . Vi+lVm+lvm+2 * * ’ Vn 
contradicts (ii); if Vi E S,/V(.Z,), then 
VlV2. - . viVj+lVj+2 ’ ’ * VmVjVj-1 ’ . . Vi+lVm+IVm+2 * . . V, 
contradicts (ii); if 2/j E S;/V(J,), then 
211212 * - - vivjvj_l * . . vm+1vi+lvi+2~ . ’ vmvj+1Vj+2~ . . Vn 
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contradicts (ii). Since Vi 4 N(u), and SC, &, S; are disjoint, thus d(u) < lJll = 
s + 2. Therefore, 
d(u) + d(v) + IR’I <d(u) + d(v) + Iz?I 
~s+2+(n-2-IR()+IRI=n+s, 
contradicting that d(u) + d(v) 2 n + s + 1 - IR’I. 
Case 2: (R’/V(J)) fl D # 0. 
The discussion is same as in Case 1. 
Case 3: (R’/V(J)) fl (B U D) = 0. 
Thus, IAUBI+ICUDI+1R’/V(J)IcIVI=n. Note that IAnBI+ICnDl+ 
IR’ rl V(J)1 s IJI = s. Thus we have d(u) + d(v) s n + s - IR’J, which contradicts 
that d(u) + d(v) an+s+l--(R’I. 0 
Theorem 13. Let s, n be positive integers with s < n. Let 
e=n-s-d(u)-d(v), R’ = {x: x E R, d(x) 3 IRI -s + max(2, f3)}. 
Zfd(u) + d(v) an -s - IR’I, then y(G) =S s if p(G + uv) =S s, where ,u(G) denotes 
the minimum number of disjoint paths covering all vertices of G. 
Proof. Suppose that p(G + uv) =Z s but p(G) > s. Denote by H the join of 
disjoint G and K,. Then H + uv is Hamiltonian but H is not. Let 
RL = {x: x E RH, d&) 2 lRHl + max(2, n + s - dH(u) - dH(v))}. 
Therefore, dH(u) + dn(v) <n + s - IRhI by Theorem 1. Since RH = R, n + s - 
dH(u) - d,(v) = 8, then Rk = R’, and so d(u) + d(v) <n -s - IR’I, which 
contradicts that d(u) + d(v) 3 n -s - IR’I. Cl 
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